™

WAXIE-Green
Can Liners

Exceptional Strength, Performance, and Value
Are you looking for a can liner which contains post-consumer recycled
content and has a reduced reliance on petrochemical ingredients?
Then look no further than WAXIE-Green™ Can Liners.
WAXIE-Green Can Liners offer the compelling combination
of a bag made with a proprietary natural mineral
reinforcement additive which enhances durability
and reduces the use of virgin petrochemical
ingredients. WAXIE-Green can liners deliver the strength,
performance and value you need to get the job done, along
with containing additional post-consumer recycled content.

WAXIE-Green Can Liners utilize a proprietary natural
mineral reinforcement, therefore the total amount of virgin
resin required to produce new liners is decreased
significantly. A reduced reliance on petrochemical
ingredients to make new liners is acheived with this
progress all while simultaneously helping to strengthen the
liner and increase its durability.

WAXIE-Green Can Liners meet or exceed the EPA
Comprehensive Procurement Guidelines for postconsumer recycled content (a minimum of 10-30%
post consumer recycled content depending on production
run). The use of these liners can help contribute to a LEED®
project or AASHE STARS rating.

Advanced polymer blends allow for thinner gauge
liners to be produced. Thinner liners with these
new technology resins, combined with the natural
mineral reinforcement additive, have a performance equal
to thicker gauge liners available on the market.

WAXIE-Green Can Liners are available in either high density
or linear low density options. High density liners offer a
thin gauge for light and medium duty use, and the
linear low density liners offer more recycled and
post-consumer recycled content and thicker gauge
for heavier duty use. By selecting the smallest, thinnest
liner which will do the job, you can save money and help to
contribute to source reduction.

WAXIE-Green Can Liners are locally produced
and contribute to the reduction of transportation
costs and associated environmental impacts.
WAXIE-Green Can Liners are the right choice to help you
meet your overall sustainability goals!

WAXIE-Green High Density Liners
WAXIE-Green High Density Liners contain a minimum of 10% post-consumer recycled content, and they also contain
15% of a proprietary reinforcement additive made from a natural, non-petroleum mineral material which not only reduces
the use of petroleum ingredients, it also enhances the durability of the bag which allows
for thinner gauges to be used. These liners meet the EPA Comprehensive Procurement
Guidelines for post-consumer recycled content as well as the requirements for a LEED
project or AASHE STARS rating, and their thinner gauge helps to contribute to source
reduction. Natural color, coreless rolls, star-seal bottom. Packaging is made from 49%
post-consumer recycled content.
Item #
701102
701101
701100

Size
24x33
33x40
40x48

Mic
GL Capacity
16
12-16
16		33
16		40-45

Pack
250 (10/25)
250 (10/25)
150 (6/25)

WAXIE-Green Linear Low Density Liners
WAXIE-Green Linear Low Density Liners contain a total of 50% recycled content with 10-30% post-consumer recycled
content, and an additional 15-20% proprietary reinforcement additive made from a natural, non-petroleum material which
not only reduces the use of petroleum ingredients, it also enhances the durability of the bag and allows for thinner gauges
to be used. These liners meet the EPA Comprehensive Procurement Guidelines for postconsumer recycled content as well as the requirements for a LEED project or AASHE STARS
rating, and their high percentage of non-virgin resin helps to contribute to source reduction.
Black color, coreless rolls, star-seal bottom. Packaging is made from 49% post-consumer
recycled content.
Item#
705110
705111
705112
705113
705115
705116
705118

Size
24x23
24x31
33x39
33x39
40x46
40x46
38x58

Mil		GL Capacity
.95		7-10
.95		12-16
1.0		31-33
1.25		31-33
1.5		40-45
1.25		40-45
1.5		55-60

Pack
500 (20/25)
500 (20/25)
250 (10/25)
100 (10/10)
100 (10/10)
100 (10/10)
100 (10/10)

WAXIE-Green Can Liner Sustainability Matrix
Reprocessed Material 50%

Efficient Manufacturing Processes

Post-Consumer Recycled Material 10-30%

Meets or Exceeds EPA Guidelines

Natural Mineral Additive Material 15-20%

Reduced Use of Virgin Petrochemical Resins

Right Fit

“Right Size” options available

Advanced Polymer Blend

Improved Performance Thinner Gauge Liners

Local Manufacturing

Manufactured Locally in Southern CA and in Northern UT

WHAT WE DO & WHY WE’RE DIFFERENT
Ongoing Service And Support
WAXIE has been the experts in clean since 1945, and we are committed to helping our customers keep their facilities cleaner, healthier, greener
and safer. That means creating customized cleaning solutions to meet your specific needs, and then providing the ongoing training and support to
help you achieve a cleaner and healthier building environment at the best value and total lowest cost.
And because the WAXIE organization has been purpose-built from the ground up to serve and provide ongoing support for those who are
responsible for delivering clean and healthy buildings, you can count on WAXIE to come through with the cleaning industry-specific help you need,
when you need it.
Whether it’s an onsite cleaning consultation, a timely equipment repair, a bilingual training session, or an introduction to the latest laborsaving
cleaning innovation and technology, we have proven the extent of our dedication to our customers and the cleaning industry time and again.

DISCOVER THE WAXIE DIFFERENCE
FACILITY SUPPLY SOLUTIONS

The Most Trusted Name In Clean. Since 1945.
WAXIE understands that you need to provide a clean, fresh and healthy experience for visitors to your
property at the total lowest cost. WAXIE delivers innovative cleaning solutions, along with other facility
maintenance supplies combined with industry-specific expertise and consultation that contribute to lower
operating costs, enhanced public image and cleaner surfaces, all while helping you create a favorable
building occupant experience.
WAXIE has Inventory Centers strategically located throughout the Western United States to serve you.
WAXIE is also a member-owner of Network Services Company, a streamlined and collaborative collection
of the best independent distributors in the world providing an efficient and integrated approach to
servicing large account portfolios.
Please contact your WAXIE Account Consultant today to schedule a consultation.
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